Spent Fuel High-Level Waste Inspection Flow Chart

Point of Origin Inspection
A comprehensive Point of Origin Inspection of the shipment

State Inspections
If a state is mandated or desires an inspection:
- The state should request a copy of the previous inspections
- Inspection should include a State Certified FRA Inspector
- Must only be performed at either a railroad re-crew or refueling location (if the location is safe and clear of any other railroad traffic)
- A copy of the new inspection must be uploaded to the DOE SharePoint Website

Final Destination Inspections
A comprehensive inspection should be performed at final destination and be uploaded to the DOE SharePoint Website

DOE
The DOE SharePoint Website will:
- Receive and distribute field inspection (on a need to know bases) to states along the route
- DOE will evaluate the inspections while enroute and a final analysis upon completion of the shipment